Youth violence

"Put your hands up where I can see them" another teen has been arrested the young but intelligent child of today get involved in crimes, get into fights on the streets and take a hand in breaking another law. Youth violence has increased over the years by a high percentage, and is taking innocent citizens as its victims. Youth violence is minors taking a hand in crimes. It's not something we can ignore.

There are key factors that cause youth violence such as peer pressure, aggression, bullying, and drama. The children of today are so consumed in knowing what the new trend is, what's hip and not caring about the dumb hurtful things they say to one another. The he said she said drama has completely taken over their minds until someone gets hurt and it's too late.

The affects of youth violence are countless major things like deaths injuries and breaking the law can be the outcome of youth violence. Even though we might not see it coming but we can be tangled up into all that hate and drama.
Youth violence affects my life because it goes on in the streets everyday so god forbids I might be a victim with out doing anything. It can also hurt someone like families because of the pain and suffering they’ll go through of there loved one, and there would be no way it could be reversed the tragedy would be traumatizing.

What I can do to stop youth violence is to write a patient letter saying that we can no longer over look the matter. We need to make laws like no one can drop out below the age of 18 years old to keep teens off the streets. We need to open up our eyes its time we made a difference in youth violence.